
eople are always asking 
me, “How did you break 
into the movie business?” 
The question always 
reminds me of this great 
article written by John 
Sayles, which I read back 
in college when I myself 
was desperately pondering 
how I’d ever “make it.”

The point of the article 
was that everyone makes it in his or her 
own unique way; there is no blueprint 
to follow. For many, that’s completely 
overwhelming. However, Sayles’ point 
was that you have to make something 
happen on your own terms, using your 
own specific strengths. 

“Make something happen” meant it 
was up to me, not others, to make my 
dream come true. Yes, it would be hard. 
After all, making a movie costs a lot of 
money, and you’d better have a great 
script that can be made for little money 
if you’re going to get actors and crew to 
work on the cheap. But it was possible. 
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my classmates and the tech support 
people who worked for the school. This 
helped me immensely, because now I 
had all the free equipment I needed to 
make some short films! 

I used my actor friends as cast and 
classmates as crew and made my first 
short for less than $100. In the process 
I learned how to direct actors, set up 
shots, fix my mistakes in the editing 
room, mix my own sound, make 
rounds on the festival circuit and 
ultimately book a theater to show the 
piece projected on a big screen for an 
audience. Mr. Sayles would be proud.

Now what? AFI was over and I 
desperately needed a paying job. A 
neighbor who had seen me lugging 
editing equipment in and out of my 
apartment mentioned a job opening 
at the Playboy Channel, where they 
were looking to hire an editor for their 
promos. Hmmm… 

I went to the interview: The office 
was beautiful, very corporate and 
ultra-professional, not a naked girl in 
sight. I breathed a sigh of relief; after 
all, this was a real job where I could 
hone my craft in the editing room 
while saving enough money to make 
my first low-budget feature. It was a job 
I could proudly tell my parents about! 

It wasn’t until I was hired and stuck 
in a dark editing room, surrounded by 
a stack of tapes with titles like Witness 
for the Penetration and Anal Invasion, 
that I realized exactly what I was going 
to be doing. As the first tape played I 
realized it wasn’t just a harmless little 
Playmate Centerfold video; no, it was 
a triple-X, hardcore porn film that I 
had to edit into a soft-core promo for 
the “classy” Playboy Channel. I felt like 
Alice falling down the rabbit hole—a 
very dark, seductive and morally 
repugnant rabbit hole. 

I was sweating as the movie played, 
partly aroused, partly disgusted and 
very depressed. This was it? My dreams, 
hopes and ambitions to do something 
meaningful with my life... And here 
I was, watching a hunky lifeguard 
save a girl from drowning by giving 
her mouth-to-vagina resuscitation. It 
would’ve been funny if it weren’t so 
damn pathetic. 

Immediately I thought of Sayles, his 
voice chanting in my brain. I had to 
make lemonade out of lemons—or at 
least write a screenplay about my job 
editing porn. And I did. 

I started writing the script for what 
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And possible was all I needed.
So I moved out to Hollywood a week 

after graduation and tried to “make 
something happen.” That consisted 
of answering every ad in the back of 
Variety for any job that had anything 
to do with movies. Unfortunately, I 
didn’t know anyone in the business, 
so I couldn’t get a job as a PA, even 
if I worked for free. My Ivy League 
degree meant nothing; in fact, it was 
detrimental. (Only in Hollywood, right?)

After a long year of becoming a full-
time office temp and movie extra, I 
decided to go back to school to make 
some connections. I applied to the 
American Film Institute’s directing 
program. I was put on the waiting list 
but asked to come to their editing 
program instead. Anything was better 
than spending all day circling ads in the 
trades, so I spent a year at AFI, where I 
learned the Avid and got friendly with 
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would become Finding Bliss, the 
story of a hopeless romantic and 
aspiring moviemaker who edits 
porn to pay the bills, all while 
trying to make her own indie 
romantic comedy. 

I couldn’t quite finish the script 
because I didn’t have my plot fully 
developed, but in the meantime 
I wrote another script, I Love You 
Don’t Touch Me!, and made it 
for exactly $68,000. It got into 
Sundance and sold to Samuel 
Goldwyn. I had arrived! 

Well, not really. I got the big agent 
and all the studio meetings, but I never got hired to direct. 

So I wrote another spec script, Amy’s Orgasm, and raised 
the financing through an audience member I met at a film 
festival. Still super-low-budget, I was behind the camera 
again, telling a story that meant something to me, and the 
film had a small theatrical release.

But I still wanted to tell my story of editing porn, so I went 
back to the original draft I had written in 1997 and started 
rewriting. Of course, I had to come up with a real plot, 
which my own life didn’t exactly have, so over the course 
of seven years I wrote and rewrote the story, setting it up as 
an original series at Showtime, then writing it as a movie 
for Showtime, then having it die at Showtime when the 
network changed hands followed by a year of getting it out 
of turnaround at Showtime and pounding the pavement for 
four more years to raise independent financing to make this 
movie that I had been wanting to make for so long.

Before you write a script you’re supposed to ask yourself, 
“Why am I the person to write this story? Why me and only 
me?” If you can’t answer that, then you probably shouldn’t 
write it. The longer I struggled in the film business, the less 
I seemed to know. But I knew that I was the one to write 
this particular story—I knew what it was like for a young 
woman to work behind the scenes in porn, something 
that so deeply polarizes the sexes, that evokes such strong 
reactions in women and, yet, is consumed by so many 
people all over the world. I knew I was the one to write this 
story because I had experienced deep and funny dramatic 
conflict—porn turned me on, turned me off, turned me 
inside out and upside down. 

After all the years that had gone by, all the rejections of 
this particular story, all the false starts, all the interested 
investors who seemed to drop off the face of the earth the 
day after promising to finance the film—I felt like god was 
telling me not to make this movie. But I don’t really believe 
in a higher power. I believe in John Sayles and those magic 
words that had served me so well: Make something happen.

So I took the only offer available to me: Shoot the 
film (which is supposed to take place in the sunny San 
Fernando Valley mecca of porn) in the dead of winter in 
Spokane, Washington, where a local production company 
would put in goods and services and financing in exchange 
for the foreign rights, which triggered other financing, etc. 

I never would’ve expected to shoot Finding Bliss, my 
Hollywood-centric porn comedy, in the worst snowstorm 
in Washington’s history. But, hey, sometimes you just have 
to make something happen. Thank you, John Sayles. MM
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Play to win 
on moviemaker.com
Do you love movies? Do you like free stuff? If you 
answered “yes” to both of these questions, then be 
sure to check out MovieMaker.com/contests, where 
every week gives you new opportunities to win the 
hottest DVD releases, movie soundtracks, posters 
and much more. Don’t wait and let all those other 
readers take your stuff… Log on and win today! 

+
enter toDay at 

moviemAker.com/
contests

contests

1. the lovely bones • Based on the 
critically acclaimed, best-selling 
novel by Alice sebold, peter 
Jackson’s adaptation of The 
Lovely Bones takes a unique 
approach to visualizing the 
afterlife. The movie is told from 
the perspective of a murdered 
young girl (saoirse ronan), 
who watches as her grieving 
family struggles to find her killer 
(an effectively creepy stanley 
Tucci in his Oscar-nominated 
performance). By turns tragic and 
awe-inspiring, The Lovely Bones 
cements Jackson’s reputation 
as one of our most visionary and 
versatile moviemakers. On Blu-
ray Hi-Def & DVD April 20th.

2. the Wolfman • 
Benicio Del Toro breathes new life 
into the scary, hairy title character 
of this spine-tingling remake. 
After returning to his childhood 
home, Lawrence Talbot (Del 
Toro) is attacked by a rabid wolf 
and undergoes an unsettling 
transformation while, at the same 
time, a string of murders occurs 
in the same area. Could Talbot be 
responsible? Co-starring Anthony 
Hopkins and Emily Blunt, and 
featuring stellar creature effects 
by make-up maestro rick Baker, 
The Wolfman is an unforgettably 
gruesome experience. On Blu-ray 
Hi-Def & DVD June 1st.

3. It’s ComplICated • 
It’s Complicated is the story of a 
divorced woman (Meryl streep) 

who unexpectedly finds herself 
in a passionate affair with her 
former husband (Alec Baldwin). 
Further complications arise when 
she starts falling for her goofy yet 
good-natured architect (steve 
Martin). Despite and because 
of her characters’ middle-aged 
dilemmas, director nancy Meyers 
(Something’s Gotta Give) delivers 
a movie that should have viewers 
of all ages laughing. On Blu-ray 
Hi-Def & DVD April 27th.

4. osCIllosCope laboratorIes • 
Founded by Beastie Boys 
member Adam Yauch, 
Oscilloscope has become one 
of the most compelling, eclectic 
film production and distribution 
companies around. Win a 
free, one-year subscription to 
Oscilloscope’s “Circle of Trust” 
membership service, and you’ll 
receive the studio’s next 10 DVD 
releases (including the Oscar-
nominated The Messenger) 
absolutely free! These award-
winning, thought-provoking 
indies are sure to keep you 
satisfied all year round.

5. “true blood” season 2 • 
The ubiquitous vampire craze 
continues with season two of 
HBO’s acclaimed series, (created 
by Alan Ball  of “six Feet Under” 
fame) which follows sookie 
(golden globe-winner Anna 
paquin), a quirky waitress with 
the ability to read minds. After 
starting a relationship with Bill 
(stephen Moyer), a seductive 
vampire, sookie finds her small-
town life growing increasingly 
unpredictable. Boasting top-
notch acting and compelling 
storylines, “True Blood” is a 
must-see for any fan of addictive 
television. On Blu-ray Hi-Def & 
DVD May 25th.
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